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ABSTRACT: Solution-processed photodetectors such as those based on halide perovskite
semiconductors show attractive properties for emerging applications in lightweight,
transparent, flexible, and spectrally selective optical sensors. The transient photocurrent to a
light perturbation often shows a complex response characterized by sharp transient peaks in
the photocurrent curves when the stimulus changes or slow rise times depending on features
such as the applied voltage or the active layer thickness. We present the characteristic response
of halide perovskite photodetectors by measuring the response of a FTO/PEDOT/MAPbBr3/
Au device, and we establish a new model for the analysis of the dominant transient shapes. The
model uses very basic suppositions of photoconversion to electricity: charge generation,
collection, and polarization. These standard properties are combined with a new essential feature: a delayed photocurrent mode that
forms a photoinduced chemical inductor. This last property is caused by ionic−electronic interaction phenomena related to the well-
known inverted hysteresis of perovskite devices. We show that these elementary properties explain well the varied characteristic time
transient currents in on/off voltages and light switching.

1. INTRODUCTION
The photodetector (PD) is a device that converts a light
perturbation into an electrical signal. PDs serve as essential
components in various commercial and scientific applications
encompassing imaging, optical fiber communications, spec-
troscopy, and biomedical fields. The existing PDs available in
the market predominantly employ inorganic semiconductor
materials such as Si and InGaAs for ultraviolet, visible, and
infrared detection. Another class of materials is the solution-
processed semiconductors that include organic materials, metal
halide perovskites, and inorganic nanocrystals and quantum
dots.1 The demand for lightweight, transparent, flexible, and
spectrally selective optical sensors has emerged. Addressing
this need, solution-processed semiconductors have garnered
significant attention due to their unique photoelectric
characteristics, including high light absorption coefficients in
the visible range, adaptability of the optical bandgaps for
spectral selection, and excellent carrier transport, among
others.1−9

In this article, we present a new approach for the
interpretation and characterization of transient photocurrent
responses of solution-processed PDs under light on/off
switching. By examining these properties, we aim to provide
a new important tool in the development of next-generation
PDs for the rapid advancement of emerging applications such
as lightweight portable devices and retinomorphic event-based
cameras.

Two-contact PD devices are formed by an active photo-
conductor layer where incident light produces excited charge
carriers, combined with contact layers that may range from
simple metal electrodes to layered charge-selective contacts
that enhance charge collection and impart directionality to the
photocurrent.5 The transient response of a PD in the on/off
cycles of a square light pulse is a central characteristic of the
quality of operation of the device and for discriminating
different light levels. Ideally, a fully flat current response is
required, but measurements made over many years with
silicon, organic, and perovskite PDs show a number of distinct
characteristics.10,11 In addition, the detection behavior of
perovskite PDs exhibits temporal variations and current drift.
These features often result in significant challenges in the
characterization of device performance.12−15

Representative shapes of the transient photocurrent in
response to a light pulse are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for
devices based on halide perovskite materials. In Figure 1A, it is
observed that the shape of the transient changes when the
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channel length of a lateral perovskite PD is decreased.16 The
ideal flat current response is observed in some cases. But there
are more structured typical shapes in which an initial spike is
observed or stabilization of the current is slow, as shown in
Figure 1B.17

In the case of the long channel device, Figure 1A(a), an
initial peak occurs that exceeds the stabilized current level. The

initial overshoot phenomenon, wherein sharp transient peaks
in the photocurrent curves occur when the incident light signal
changes rapidly, Figure 2A,18 is a widely observed feature that
complicates the detection of the signal of the PD, as observed
in the long transient decay of Figure 2B.19,20 This feature is
usually attributed to charge accumulation phenomena, and
different models have been presented combining carrier

Figure 1. (A) Transient photocurrent responses of methylammonium lead bromide devices measured at a fixed bias voltage of 2 V under 576 nm
visible illumination with different light intensities ranging from 1 to 0.02 W m−2. Reprinted with permission from Gavranovic, S.; Pospisil, J.;
Zmeskal, O.; Novak, V.; Vanysek, P.; Castkova, K.; Cihlar, J.; Weiter, M., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2022, 14, 20159−20167. Copyright 2022
American Chemical Society. (B) Photoresponse of four mixed-halide perovskite single-crystal PDs. The illumination power varied from 0.13 to 780
μW. Reprinted with permission from Ding, J.; Gao, W.; Gao, L.; Lu, K.; Liu, Y.; Sun, J.-L. and Yan, Q. Unraveling the Effect of Halogen Ion
Substitution on the Noise of a Perovskite Single-Crystal PD, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2022, 13, 7831−7837. Copyright 2022 American Chemical
Society.
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generation, extraction, recombination, and trap-related phe-
nomena.3,10,21

In the case of the short channel devices in the lateral
configuration, Figure 1A(d), the peak is replaced by a contrary
pattern in which the current first increases abruptly and then
rises further slowly with time.22,23 A rise time and fall time of
the photocurrent intensity are often used to characterize the
response speed of the PD to the optical signal. It has been
observed that the rise time increases with the film thickness. In
Figure 2C, another pattern is shown where the current
increases slowly from the first instant.12,23 These responses
have been recognized from early measurements of perovskite
PDs13,24 and attributed to the large capacitance present in the
devices. These problems of the slow rise of the photocurrent
persist in current perovskite PDs.8,14,15 The different types of

features, peak, fast−slow rise, and slow rise, have been amply
reported in different types of PDs.3,15,16,20,25−27

This paper presents an analysis of the impact of voltage and
illumination perturbations on a lead halide perovskite PD. We
focus on investigating the pure photoelectrical characteristics
of the sample, which play a crucial role in determining its
transient response. By incorporating a minimal model, we aim
to provide an explanation for the various types of transients
observed, drawing on the prominent feature of a chemical
inductor commonly observed in halide perovskite sam-
ples.28−31 This phenomenon arises from the mixed ionic−
electronic conduction in these materials, and our model is
further supported by recent findings in halide perovskite solar
cells and memristors.28,30−34

Through our study, we introduce the first model of a
photoconductor with a delayed response and demonstrate how

Figure 2. (A) (a) Transient time current curves of a perovskite nanocrystal-based PD and (b) normalized transient current curves of a control and
doped nanocrystal-based PDs, respectively. Reproduced from Wang, T.; Fang, T.; Li, X.; Xu, L.; Song, J., J. Phys. Chem. C 2021, 125, 5475−5484.
Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society. (B) (a) I−t curves of network PD arrays of methylammonium lead iodide perovskite with different
precursor concentrations. The bias voltage was 10 V, and the 650 nm light power density was 100 μW/cm2. (b) I−V curves under different
illumination power densities at a bias voltage of 10 V for 30 wt % precursor concentration. Reproduced with permission from Deng, H.; Yang, X.;
Dong, D.; Li, B.; Yang, D.; Yuan, S.; Qiao, K.; Cheng, Y.-B.; Tang, J.; Song, H., Nano Lett. 2015, 15, 7963−7969. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society. (C) Temporal response of perovskite PDs of different thicknesses. Reproduced from Dou, L.; Yang, Y.; You, J.; Hong, Z.; Chang,
W.-H.; Li, G.; Yang, Y., Nat. Commun. 2014, 5, 5404, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.
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the transient photocurrent signatures can account for the
experimental observations typically reported in the literature
for solution-processed PDs, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
In Section 2, we describe the materials and methods of

measurement. Section 3 presents the model for the transient
responses. Section 4 reports the results of the measurements
on a methylammonium lead bromide (MAPbBr3) device.
Section 5 analyzes, first, the response to a voltage step and then
the transient in response to a square light pulse. We discuss the
interpretation of the normally observed response in terms of
the model, and we finish with some conclusions.

2. METHODS
2.1. Device Preparation. The fluorine-doped tin oxide

(FTO) substrates (TEC15) were partially etched with zinc
powder and a 2 M hydrochloric acid solution. The etched
samples were individually brushed to mechanically remove
residues from the etching process. The brushed samples were
then subjected to a sequency of 15 min sonication in deionized
water with Hellmanex detergent solution, acetone, and
isopropyl alcohol. The cleaned samples were blow-dried by
using a nitrogen gun.
Prior to the deposition of the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-

phene) polystyrenesulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), the cleaned
samples were subjected to an ultraviolet−ozone (UV−O3)
treatment for 15 min to further remove organic contamination
on the surface and improve the surface wetting. The
PEDOT:PSS solution (Clevios P VP. Al 4083) was filtered
using a 0.45 μm Nylon filter and was statically spin-coated
onto the etched FTO substrates for 30 s at 3000 rpm with an
acceleration of 1000 rpm/s. The deposited PEDOT:PSS was
annealed at 100 °C for 5 min and then immediately
transported into a nitrogen-controlled glovebox in preparation
for the MAPbBr3 perovskite deposition.
A 1.4 M MAPbBr3 precursor solution was prepared using

PbBr2 (>98%, TCI) and MABr (>99.99%, Greatcell Solar) in a
1:4 dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (≥99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich):
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich)
solution. A 50 μL MAPbBr3 perovskite solution was statically
spin-coated onto the PEDOT:PSS layer via a two-step
antisolvent method: 10 s at 1000 rpm, followed by 40 s at
4000 rpm. A 400 μL toluene (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich)
antisolvent was injected 32 s before the spin coating ended.
The samples were then annealed at 100 °C for 30 min.
Finally, an 85 nm gold contact was thermally evaporated by

using a commercial Oerlikon Leybold Univex 250.
2.2. Voltage-Dependent Transient Current Response.

The characteristic I−V curves of the perovskite devices were
measured inside a nitrogen-controlled glovebox under dark
conditions using an Autolab PGSTAT204 with a scan rate of 1
V/s. The transient current response of the device at applied
voltage (Vapp) pulses was measured using 20 voltage pulses
with a pulse width (tapp) of 10 ms. The Vapp was varied from
0.2 to 1.6 V at a voltage interval of 0.2 V.
2.3. Illumination Intensity-Dependent Transient

Photocurrent Response. The characteristic I−V curves of
the perovskite devices with varying illumination intensities
were measured using an Autolab PGSTAT30 and Xenon white
light source (USHIO UXL-150MO) with an irradiance of 100
mW cm−2 (1 Sun) under ambient conditions. The illumination
intensity was varied using neutral density filters with optical
densities (ODs) of 0.1, 0.3, and 2.0. The illumination intensity-
dependent transient photocurrent response of the device at a

constant Vapp was measured using a waveform-generator-
controlled mechanical shutter at a 0.2 Hz shutter frequency.
The Vapp was varied from 0 to 0.25 V at a voltage interval of
0.05 V.

3. MODEL
We developed a new model to explain the main characteristics
of the transients. As mentioned in the Introduction, many
authors have established models and explanations based on
specific physical effects of photoexcited carriers, such as
trapping, recombination, charge separation, and polarization.
However, a successful classification of transient photocurrent
responses has not been achieved, to the best of our knowledge,
since the mentioned models are particular to the supposed
physical mechanisms adopted for each situation.
Here, we take a broader view by formulating a generic model

that produces the experimentally observed features in terms of
some basic key physical parameters for polarization, transport,
and a mechanism that introduces fast−slow-type dynamics.35

This approach has the same spirit as a variety of neuron-style
models, in which a few equations for conduction, polarization,
and a short set of internal-state variables enable them to
describe very complex dynamics.36,37 We have recently
developed this approach for halide perovskite solar cells and
memristors,28,30−34 and here, we add for the first time the
photogeneration effects.
The key aspect we bring here, in addition to the capacitive

charging and discharging and the drift transport of photo-
generated carriers, is based on the idea of the chemical
inductor,28,30−34 in which, in addition to the fast current that
responds to the applied voltage, an additional slow photo-
current component x occurs governed by a relaxation time τk.
We formulate the dynamic model of the PD response using

the following set of equations

I
V u

Rtot
app

s
=

(1)

I C
u
t

g g u x
d
d

( )tot m b0 b1 ph= + + + +
(2)

x
t

g g u x
d
d

( )k a0 a1= +
(3)

In this model, Itot and Vapp are the external current and
voltage and Rs is a series resistance. The active part of the
device has a voltage u. gb0 and ga0 are dark conductivities. One
key element of the model is the interpretation of the delayed
“slow” current x. Recent observation of the current transients
in perovskite X-ray detectors indicates the ionic nature of the
initial transient features.38,39 Therefore, we assume that the
ionic reorganization produces an electronic effect, in terms of
charge collection or trapping, that enhances the electronic
current.40−42 This is a common explanation for the inverted
hysteresis observed in perovskite devices.43−46

The new physics in eqs 1−3 is the influence of photo-
generation on the measured current. Φ is the incident photon
flux under illumination. We included two types of effects. First
is the immediate charge collection of photogenerated charge
with a quantum efficiency of ηph. The second is that
photogeneration produces a photoconductivity increase by
the photosensitivity coefficients gb1 and ga1. The charge
collection is controlled by the electrical field, u/d. For
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simplicity, the film thickness d is not written explicitly and is
included in the conductance g.
The capacitive current is included in eq 2. Recent works on

PDs explain the origin of the initial peak well in terms of
capacitive effects. These photocharging features can be due, for
example, to the separation of electron and hole distributions in
organic semiconductors.10,47−49 It is well-known that the
capacitance in halide perovskite measured by impedance
spectroscopy is a strong function of incident light and shows
very large values.50−52 As mentioned before, in perovskite PDs,
it has been observed that the large capacitance has a
predominant effect.1,14 For simplicity, we describe the
capacitive effect with a simple constant capacitor Cm that
represents the low-frequency capacitance of the device. The
transient dependence of the capacitance on light is ignored in
the first approximation.
We define

R
g g

1
b

b0 b1

=
+ (4)

R
g g

1
a

a0 a1

=
+ (5)

R
R R
1 1

ab
b a

1i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz= +

(6)

Under applied voltage V1 and incident flux Φ1, the internal
voltage is

u V R1

1
( )R

R

1 1 s ph 1s

ab

=
+ (7)

The steady-state current takes the form

I
V
R

1

1 R
R

ss
1

s
ph 1s

ab

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz=

+
+

(8)

The photocurrent is plotted in Figure 3, showing the
increase in photoconductivity that is the typical behavior
found, for example, in Figure 2B(b).

The analysis of the small signal ac impedance gives
important insight into the temporal dynamics.28,34 The
impedance of the model (1−3) is obtained by a small
perturbation of voltage V̂app to current It̂ot at the frequency ω.
Using the method explained before,53 we find the following
impedance corresponding to an equivalent circuit model in
Figure 11

Z
V

I
R C i R

R L i
( )

1app

tot
s m b

1

a a

1Ä

Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É

Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ

= = + + +
+

(9)

We therefore obtain the characteristic structure of a
chemical inductor29 where the inductance element is defined
as

L Ra a k= (10)

Note that the inductor is illumination-dependent. The
inductive features have been reported in impedance measure-
ments of perovskite PDs.23 As mentioned before, the inductive
process is caused by a delay in the electronic current associated
with a slow ionic effect.40−46 For a more detailed
interpretation, we refer to our recent publications on the
chemical inductor.28−31

The elements of the equivalent circuit have essential
importance for the interpretation of the transient photocurrent.
A preliminary scheme of several simulation results of the
model is presented in Figure 5. These features will be
described in detail in Section 5.
In this paper, we aim to develop a relatively simple model

that explains the general trends of the transients. Each
experimental system can be more complicated by different
couplings of processes, morphologies, contacts, and internal
voltage drops. Fortunately, one can characterize the system
using impedance spectroscopy and obtain the elementary
processes in order to develop the appropriate model.54 This
approach is already explained for the analysis of halide
perovskite in dark conditions.30 The effect of a nonconstant
capacitance that couples to the inductor has also been
described.31

4. RESULTS
Halide perovskite devices with the FTO/PEDOT:PSS/
MAPbBr3/Au configuration are fabricated as described in the
Methods Section. The characteristic I−V curves in the linear
and semilog scales of a representative device, measured at a
scan rate of 1 V/s and under controlled conditions, are shown
in Figure 6a,b, respectively. The device clearly exhibits a large
inverted hysteresis typically observed in MAPbBr3 solar cells
and resistive switching in perovskite-based memristors, as
reported in recent publications.30,33,55

The transient current response as a function of the applied
voltage pulses is shown in Figure 6c. In this experiment, a train
of square voltage pulses with amplitudes Vapp and a pulse width
(Δt) of 10 ms are applied to the device. At a low applied
voltage (Vapp ≤ 1.0 V), the current levels are maintained
throughout the sequence of voltage pulses. However, at higher
applied voltage amplitudes (Vapp ≥ 1.2 V), the current
response gradually increases with subsequent voltage pulses.
This gradual increase in current response with the successive
application of voltage pulses is the distinctive phenomenon of
synaptic weight potentiation.32,56 Moreover, a closer look at

Figure 3. Current−voltage curves in the dark and under illumination.
Parameters: gb0 = 1, ga0 = 1, gb1 = 1, ga1 = 10; Rs = 0.01, ηph = 0.8.

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit model.
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the individual transient current line shapes of representative
voltages (Figure 6d) shows that an initial sharp transient peak
is observed, followed by a gradual decay for low applied
voltages. In contrast, at higher applied voltages, a final gradual
rise in current is observed, resulting in the potentiation
response of the device. This pattern has been observed in the
experiments of perovskite solar cells and memristors.28 The
physical origin of the observed shapes is explained in Section 5.
On the other hand, the characteristic I−V curves of the

perovskite-based device measured in the dark with varying
illumination intensities are shown in Figure 7a. A general
increase in photocurrent is observed with increasing light
intensity. Moreover, the transient photocurrent responses with
varying illumination intensities measured at constant applied
voltages (Vapp) of 0 and 0.25 V are shown in Figure 7b,c,
respectively. When the light is switched on at Vapp = 0 V, the
photocurrent exhibits an initial sharp transient peak, followed
by a photocurrent decay at a longer time scale. In addition,
when the light is switched off, there is a negative current spike
followed by a fast stabilization of the current. In contrast, the
transient photocurrent at Vapp = 0.25 V exhibits a gradual
increase upon illumination and a gradual decay upon removal
of light. Notably, both transient photocurrent line shapes are
exhibited by the same device at different measurement
conditions.
In order to have a clear insight on the evolution of the

photocurrent response, the transient photocurrent under on/
off cycles is systematically measured with different Vapp from 0
to 0.25 V at voltage intervals of 0.05 V. At Vapp ≤ 0.05 V
(Figure 8a,b), the transient photocurrent exhibits an initial
sharp overshoot followed by the photocurrent decay. In
addition, when the light is switched off, a peak with the reverse
sign of current is observed, which rapidly stabilizes.
Alternatively, at Vapp = 0.10 V (Figure 8c), after the initial
overshoot, the response rapidly flattens, similar to the ideal
response. Finally, at V ≥ 0.15 V (Figure 8d−f), the
photocurrent gradually increases at a faster rate with an
increase in the applied voltage. The response of single pulses is
compared in Figure 9 in a combined representation to have a
clearer view of their evolution upon the increase in the applied
voltage and light intensity. These features will be explained in
Section 5 based on the model that we proposed in Section 3.

5. DISCUSSION
In the following, we apply the model to the usual experiments
of on/off cycles of either voltage or illumination. We remark
that the model is not restricted to these methods and can be
applied to other large perturbation techniques like the photo-
CELIV measurement that uses a voltage ramp.57−59

5.1. Voltage Transients. The electrical response of the
sample is an essential property of the photocurrent response.
Therefore, we first analyze the current transients in response to
a voltage pulse of value V1 and duration Δt using the insights
that have been described in recent works.28,32 The
experimental transients are reported in Figure 6, and the
results of our model calculations are shown in Figure 10.
Consider the initial condition, under steady illumination, Φ1

at Vapp = 0, that occurs before the application of the voltage
step. The internal voltage has the value

u V R( 0)
1

1 R
R

0 pre s ph 1s

ab

= =
+ (11)

Figure 5. Scheme of the transient responses to an off/on/off cycle of
illumination according to the model presented in the text. The values
of capacitor, inductor, and applied voltage are different in the various
panels, and the influence of each element is indicated. The examples
show the main cases of transients outlined in the Introduction.
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Here, Vpre is the prestimulus value. The capacitor has a
charging time

R Cs s m= (12)

When the voltage pulse V1 is applied, initially the capacitor
remains at the prestimulus level with the charge associated
with the voltage in eq 11; therefore, the potential V1�u0
occurs at the series resistance. The initial current at this
moment is defined by the condition that x remains at the
prepulse value, x0.

x g g u( )0 a0 a1 1 0= + (13)

The corresponding current Iin

I V
R

R R
( 0)in pre

ab

s ab
ph 1= = +

+ (14)

is indicated by the green reference line in Figure 10a.
After this initial jump of the current ΔI, the capacitor starts

to charge and the current decreases, as shown in the initial

peak of Figure 10a. The final destination of the current Ifi
shown by the purple line is the steady-state current of eq 8. We
note in Figure 10a that the current overcomes the purple line.
This is because Ra is not yet operative and the inductor La in
Figure 4 is not activated. The current has to bend upward to
reach the purple line, as shown in Figure 10b. How fast this is
achieved depends on the time constant τk that controls the
evolution of the variable x. The variable x shows an inductive
behavior,29 as commented before, implying that the current
increases as time increases. If τk is longer than Δt as in Figure
10a, the final current is not reached. Otherwise, the current
reaches the equilibrium value, as shown in Figure 10b. This
increase of the current is the key property of perovskite
synapses for neural networks that has already been
characterized in terms of the inductive current.32,60

Another phenomenon occurs when the voltage pulse is
finished in which the current is inverted. This is because the
internal u1 cannot change instantaneously. When the external
voltage is removed, a negative voltage (−u1) occurs at the
series resistance, producing a negative step of the current

Figure 6. (a) Characteristic I−V response in the linear scale of the FTO/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbBr3/Au device measured in the dark with the inset
illustrating the schematic diagram of the device configuration, (b) characteristic I−V response of the perovskite device in the semilog scale with the
arrows and numbers indicating the scan direction, (c) transient current response of the device at varying applied voltages (Vapp) from 0.2 to 1.6 V
with the inset indicating the applied voltage pulses, and (d) transient current response of the first three voltage pulses at representative applied
voltages.

Figure 7. (a) I−V curves of the perovskite device with varying illumination intensities using different optical filters, (b) transient photocurrent
response with varying illumination intensities at Vapp = 0 V exhibiting a capacitive current decay, and (c) transient photocurrent response with
varying illumination intensities at Vapp = 0.25 V exhibiting inductive charging.
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(−ΔI) of the same size as the initial one. Afterward, the
current returns to the initial value discharging the capacitor
and deactivating the inductor.
A number of transient responses are shown in Figure 11 for

diverse sets of time constants. The conclusion is that the
capacitor determines the initial decline, while the inductor
component controls the subsequent rise of the current, related
to the potentiation effect in artificial synapses.28,32,56

We remark that the model responses in Figures 10 and 11
match well with the experimental observations shown in Figure
6. In the experimental transients, the following points are
observed:
(i) The initial peak, due to series resistance and capacitor

charging.
(ii) The subsequent current rise, and
(iii) The negative peak when the square pulse ceases.
The feature (ii) is associated with the chemical induction of

this type of sample, which has been well attested in the
literature.55,61 This property is in correspondence with the

large inverted hysteresis feature that is shown in Figure 6a
since this type of hysteresis is associated with the inductor
effect.33,62

5.2. Pulsed Illumination Transients.We next analyze the
response of the system to a square light pulse. The
characteristic results of the literature are summarized in
Figures 1 and 2, and our own measurements are shown in
Figures 7−9. From the experimental evidence, we conclude
that there are two main types of characteristic responses, as
shown in Figure 7, depending on the bias voltage applied to
the device. At low voltage, we observe an initial rise and decay

Figure 8. Illumination intensity-dependent transient photocurrent response of the perovskite device at varying Vapp ranging from 0 to 0.25 V with a
shutter frequency of 0.2 Hz.

Figure 9. Illumination intensity-dependent single pulse transient
photocurrent response of the perovskite device at varying Vapp ranging
from 0 to 0.25 V with a shutter frequency of 0.2 Hz.

Figure 10.Model result of I−t curves shows a transient voltage square
pulse of value V1 = 0.05 with duration Δt = 0.05 under constant
illumination of photon flux Φ1 = 10 (blue). The cyan line is the
transient in the dark. The green and purple reference lines are the
initial and final currents. Parameters: gb0 = 1, ga0 = 10, gb1 = 1, ga1 = 50;
Rs = 0.001; ηph = 0.5; and {Cm, τk} as indicated. Note that the
capacitor charging time is τs = RsCm.
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of the current, while at higher voltage, there is a fast rise and
subsequent slow rise of the current.
In the experiment, we hold the device at a stabilized current

due to the applied voltage V1 in the dark. Then the step of
illumination of light flux Φ1 is applied during the interval Δt.
We define Ra0 = Ra (Φ1 = 0) and Rab0 = Rab (Φ1 = 0).

Consider the initial voltage occurring before the step of
illumination

u V( 0)
1

1 R
R

0 pre 1s

ab0

= =
+ (15)

According to model (2), we expect an instant response of
the terms (gb0 + gb1 Φ1)u and ηphΦ1, while the term in x will
take some time to get updated to (ga0 + ga1 Φ1)u by eq 3. The
current associated with the fast conduction modes, when the
light pulse is applied, is

I
R R

( 0)
1

1

1 1
R

R

in pre
b a0

ph 1s

ab0

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz= =

+
+ +

(16)

In Figure 12a, we show a situation in which the time
constant τs is fast compared to Δt, and the applied voltage is
relatively large. The capacitor is charged rapidly, and the
current rises instantaneously to the fast initial current (eq 16),
as indicated by the green line in Figure 12a. Thereafter occurs
the effect of the inductor that makes the current increase over
the inductive time τk up to the stationary value indicated in the
purple line. In Figure 12a, due to the large applied voltage, the
photoconductance terms dominate, and the final current is
larger than the fast current component. But at low voltage, the
reverse situation occurs, as indicated in Figure 12b. Here, the
signal rises toward the green line, while the capacitor is being
charged, and the effect of the inductor makes the current
decrease toward the purple line. If the inductor characteristic
time τk is longer, then the peak takes a longer time to reach the
equilibrium current, as shown in Figure 12c. These features are
well observed in Figure 9, where the initial peak shape at low
voltage is overcome. The main property is whether Ifin < Iin
that leads to the initial peak, since the initial current has to
decrease toward the stationary value, or vice versa if Ifin > Iin, in
which the initial current rises to the final value.
Figure 13 shows the effect of removing the inductive effect

by setting very large Ra values. We note that the capacitive rise
starts from the first instant. The shape of the curve is
independent of τk. Additional shapes according to the interplay

Figure 11.Model result of a transient voltage square pulse of value V1 = 0.1 with duration Δt = 0.05 under constant illumination of photon flux Φ1
= 10 (blue). The green and purple reference lines are the initial and final currents. Parameters: gb0 = 1, ga0 = 100, gb1 = 1, ga1 = 50; Rs = 0.01; ηph =
0.2; and {Cm, τk} as indicated. Note that the capacitor charging time τs = RsCm.

Figure 12. Model result of I−t curves under a photon flux square
pulse of value Φ1 = 10 with duration Δt = 0.05 under constant applied
voltage V1 as indicated. The green and purple reference lines are the
initial and final currents, respectively. Parameters: gb0 = 1, ga0 = 10, gb1
= 1, ga1 = 10; ηph = 0.8; and {Rs, Cm, τs, τk} as indicated.
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of capacitive and inductive time constants at a high bias voltage
are shown in Figure 14.

We remark that the model explains the main transient
photocurrent characteristics reported for solution-processed
PDs. The capacitive or capacitive-inductive rise in Figures 12a
and 13 accounts for the rise observed in halide perovskites at
large applied bias. The initial peak and inductive decay of
Figure 14b explain the many observations of the so-called
“anomalous” initial overshoot10 reported widely in organic and
perovskite devices, as in Figure 2A.
We note that the shapes that rise from zero at the initial

instant as in Figure 13 may not show the initial peak, as is the
case in the transients of Figure 2C. This effect is purely
capacitive, as commented before.
On the other hand, in the case of transients with an initial

peak, when a large bias is applied, they will start the rise not
from zero but from the value of Iin. This is observed in our
measurements reported in Figure 9 upon modification of the
applied potential. Our model well describes the evolution of
this type of signal with an initial nonzero current, as shown in
Figure 15.

This last result also allows us to understand the observations
that occur when changing the thickness, as shown in Figure
1A.16 This type of variation is consistently reported in the
literature.23 Since the applied voltage is maintained in the
experiment, the longer devices contain a lower electrical field,
which increases when reducing the thickness. Hence, the trend
of Figure 15 is correspondingly observed in Figure 1A.
In this paper, we have used the basic capacitive and

inductive processes indicated in Figures 4 and 5 as an effective
aid for the interpretation of the transients. In many situations, a
model such as eqs 1−3 and the related neuron-style models
can be highly nonlinear and applied to a variety of techniques,
e.g., the photo-CELIV mentioned before.57−59

This model gives insight into the dominant features of the
transient signals of voltage and current, and it enables a
classification of responses in terms of a few key parameters.
More detailed models based on specific polarization and
charge collection mechanisms can be applied to understand
each of the main capacitive, transport, and inductive
properties.49

Figure 13. Model result of I−t curves under a photon flux square
pulse of value Φ1 = 10 with duration Δt = 0.05 under constant applied
voltage V1 as indicated. The green and purple reference lines are the
initial and final currents, respectively. Parameters: gb0 = 1, ga0 = 0.001,
gb1 = 1, ga1 = 0.001; ηph = 0.8; and {Rs, Cm, τs, τk} as indicated.

Figure 14. Model result of I−t curves under a photon flux square
pulse of value Φ1 = 10 with duration Δt = 0.05 under constant applied
voltage V1 as indicated. The green and purple reference lines are the
initial and final currents, respectively. Parameters: gb0 = 1, ga0 = 10, gb1
= 1, ga1 = 10; ηph = 0.8; and {Rs, Cm, τs, τk} as indicated.

Figure 15. Model result of I−t curves under a photon flux square
pulse of value Φ1 = 10 with duration Δt = 0.05 under constant applied
voltage V1 as indicated. Parameters: gb0 = 1, ga0 = 10, gb1 = 1, ga1 = 10;
ηph = 0.5; and {Rs, Cm, τs, τk} as indicated.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Many types of organic and halide perovskite PDs show specific
trends in the transient photocurrent in response to light pulse
perturbation. The initial peak in current and subsequent
stabilization are often observed under conditions affected by
the slow dynamics of the system. It is also observed that a small
applied voltage is equivalent to using a device geometry with a
large channel of the active material. To explain these trends, a
generic model is formed by using some basic physical
characteristics of the PD response. The current is composed
of a capacitive current, an instantaneous photocurrent, and an
electrical field-dependent term with a photoconductance. An
additional current is added with a slow relaxation time that
produces the structure of an inductive photoresponse. These
components are sufficient to explain the typical time transient
observed in the literature and in our own measurements of
MAPbBr3 devices, in voltage and light pulses. We suggest that
this type of model provides a useful general description of the
temporal characteristics of the device with a small set of
parameters. The model is particularly suitable for effectively
categorizing experimental data. It can be extended to include
additional internal processes and can serve as a benchmark for
evaluating other models that adopt a more microscopic-
molecular approach or employ drift-diffusion-recombination
techniques.
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